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Fort Collins is a great place to live. Its 2% growth rate is among
the highest in Colorado, and it was the inspiration for Walt Disney
World’s Main Street USA. It’s also a great place to work. Just ask
Wayne Thompson and Wyatt Knutson, who have co-managed the
Fort Collins office for more than a decade.
They sat down recently to talk about the early days of the office
— and their own time with CTL.
The office officially opened in 1997 with Frank Holliday at the
helm. Frank was known for dam and landslide engineering, but
many of the office’s first clients were homebuilders meeting the
growing demand for Fort Collins homes.
Since then, just as the area has boomed, so has the Fort Collins
office, which started with just a few employees and has grown to
nearly 40 today.
Wyatt joined CTL in 2005 when the company acquired Fort
Collins-based Secure Engineering, LLC.
In addition to Wyatt, Secure employed some of the area’s top
structural engineers, who complemented our geotechnical
expertise perfectly. The Fort Collins office became a one-stop
shop, providing homebuilders with a full suite of services:
geotechnical engineering, septic design, foundation and structural
engineering, environmental services, materials testing and
construction observations.
Wayne joined the team in 2010, as Fort Collins and the rest of the country were crawling out of the
2008 recession. Wayne and Wyatt quickly realized they were compatible as they worked together to
run the Fort Collins office. In the beginning, as Wayne remembers it, he “did most of the day-to-day
work, while Wyatt governed from a distance to open and run Cheyenne.” Today that balance has
shifted — Wyatt handles day-to-day operations as Wayne shifts his focus to business development
and the offices’ structural work.
The biggest challenge they’ve faced over the last 10 to 12 years has been keeping up with growth.
Wyatt mentioned that “there isn’t a slow season. We used to slow down in December and January, but
not anymore.”
The housing boom is one reason for the increased pace. Another is the office’s one-of-a-kind testing
and audit capabilities.
In 2009, the Fort Collins lab earned accreditation as an ISO/IEC 17025 testing laboratory by the
International Accreditation Service (IAS). It remains the only laboratory in the world that can certify
helical piles. Chip Leadbetter and his team are actively involved in supporting the fabricated
foundation industry while also expanding testing capabilities to include pin pile systems and devices,
push piers and foundation product evaluation. The team can even customize testing equipment and
provide controlled, full-scale field testing. No other company has this capability.
International capabilities meet small-town feel
The combination of international footprint and small-town feel distinguishes the Fort Collins office —
and the company.
“In a way, we’re small-town engineers,” Wayne says. The office works closely with many of the
community’s institutions, including a 20-year testing contract with the City of Fort Collins and ongoing
testing for Colorado State University. Wayne credits the tight-knit field department for these
relationships. “Our field team is always accommodating of our longstanding clients,” he says. The field
staff is longstanding, too — a majority have been with CTL since the mid-2000s, and two joined CTL
in the early 1990s, well before the Fort Collins office opened.
Wayne also credits the office’s success to a willingness to “do everything needed to take care of the
people who live and work around here.”
And when Wayne says “everything,” he means it. In 2019, “everything” included cutting a hole in the
office roof to accommodate a Universal Testing Machine or UTM. The only one of its kind, the machine
can conduct high-capacity compression and tension testing on samples up to 12 feet long — which
means you need a really big machine. So big that it didn’t fit through the door.
Ryan Beck described it this way: “The machine is about 28 feet tall, so we installed a pit in the floor
for the foundation and to bring the height of the test surface to a reasonable working level. Even with
the pit, we had to extend the roof up around the top of the machine.” An electrical transformer also
had to be added to the laboratory to provide sufficient power to run the machine.
Did we mention that Chip and his team built the machine? Turns out there were a handful of existing
machines with large test frames, so the team found and refurbished an existing frame, adding
state-of-the-industry hydraulics and sensing systems with a capacity of 400,000 pounds in both
compression and tension.
Why all the work? “We realized some of our clients would be limited in the size of products they could
produce simply because we couldn’t perform the testing necessary to fulfill the evermore-stringent ICC
testing requirements. The last thing we want is a client having to reduce a product length simply
because sufficient testing is unavailable.”
While cutting a hole in the roof may seem extreme, Wayne says it’s part of the office culture. “We
first find good clients and take care of them with our dedicated and expert staff. Then we can go out
and find additional good clients.”
In some cases, that means a hole in the roof. In other cases, it means bringing in partners to help.
Wayne is the go-to for community building in Ram country.
It’s all about the people
“I spent 12 years in a firm where I was in a silo, “ he said. “We weren’t encouraged to be part of an
engineering community or go out and network with clients. It was refreshing to come here. It’s nice to
be part of this community where you can rely on each other for ideas and creative thinking.”
Wayne helped form the Northern branch of the Colorado Association of Geotechnical Engineers
(CAGE), and he and other employees are involved in local CAGE and ACEC meetings.
The Fort Collins office is also a lot of fun, at least according to the team and evidenced by its recently
launched YouTube channel and featured show: The Break Room.
Not yet a subscriber? Head over now to check out a tension pull test on the UTM or Play-Doh in a
hydraulic press. Buster the puppet helps out on occasion, but the genius is all CTL.
This brings us to the last distinguisher of the Fort Collins office — and our company. The team tries new
things and is always expanding its knowledge base. After all, it makes the work more fun. Especially
if you like testing and breaking stuff.

